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Back from the Cold War, intelligence officer Keith Landry returns to his hometown of 
Spencerville, Ohio. Twenty-five years after their last encounter, Keith runs into his first love, 
Annie, now unhappily married to the town's chief of police--an abusive alcoholic. In his 
efforts to reclaim Annie, Keith will have to draw on all the skills of a violent lifetime.
Keith Landry has lived long enough to have seen the end of the cold war; a war fought 
without uniforms or rules, a war that has claimed his career and his soul. Now, he has come 
home to Spencerville, a town in the American heartland that is both familiar and strange, a 
town as tarnished as Landry himself. But for Landry, Spencerville has one attraction that 
time has not corrupted. Her name is Annie Prentis, and she had been the one pure love of 
his youth. Then came Vietnam, and a world gone crazy separated them. Annie had long 
since married Cliff Baxter, the town's chief of police and its most powerful man, an 
unfaithful, yet brutally possessive husband, a force more dangerous than any Landry has 
met on the fields of battle. Landry has vowed: No more violence. No more killing. But now 
he has to fight one final, unavoidable battle, a battle that will be both his deadliest and his 
most personal. Confronted with his last chance at redemption, he must violate his oath - 
calling on all of his skills learned from a lifetime in military and intelligence service to rescue 
Annie from her sadistic husband, a man equally skilled in the tactics and techniques of 
death. Landry knows he's got to act rationally and with deadly cunning. Faced with a 
simple, stark choice - a new life, or no life at all - Landry takes the one critical step in the 
only direction he can: into the inevitable, explosive confrontation that will decide the fate of 
three people gripped in a fatal triangle.A government agent returns to his hometown and 
employs his hard-earned skills to rescue the woman he loves from her sadistic husband. 4 
cassettes.
Other Books
History of Allen County, Ohio, 
�����. Mr Cochrup came to  Spencerville  in about 1874 , and engaged in mercantile 
business with Joseph August for about two years , and a year later opened business for 
himself . From a small grocery he has gradually increased his business ..."
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